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DEGRUSSA COPPER-GOLD MINE
Sandfire Resources Ltd (ASX: SFR; “the Company” or “Sandfire”) refers to an article which
appeared on The Australian news site last night regarding a water ingress event at its DeGrussa
Copper-Gold Mine in Western Australia and provides the following clarification.
Underground mining was temporarily suspended at the DeGrussa Mine earlier this week when
rainwater within the open pit, associated with Tropical Cyclone Damien, overtopped a section of a
containment bund above the crown pillar stope and entered the Evans Decline.
The current mining schedule includes all four ore lenses at the DeGrussa Mine and the Monty
Mine. Mining of the DeGrussa lens includes mining of the crown pillar, which is being undertaken
as scheduled beneath the existing open pit.
Appropriate measures were activated in line with standard underground mining safety protocols
and, following assessment and subsequent clearance, all personnel were safely moved to the
surface via light vehicles. Our employees and contractors responded professionally, with the safety
of our people paramount at all times.
The immediately impacted area was isolated and damage was limited to erosion of a section of
the decline road surface, a light vehicle and one piece of underground mining equipment. Minor
water remains at the base of the decline and is being managed with existing ancillary pumps.
The Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety (DMIRS) attended site and completed
an inspection with underground mining operations resuming yesterday.
The DeGrussa Concentrator has been unaffected and has continued to process run-of-mine
(ROM) stockpiles from DeGrussa and Monty. With both the DeGrussa and Monty mines operating
in steady state, previously announced production guidance is maintained for FY2020.
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Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements made during or in connection with this announcement contain or comprise certain forward-looking statements
regarding Sandfire’s Mineral Resources and Reserves, exploration and project development operations, production rates, life of mine,
projected cash flow, capital expenditure, operating costs and other economic performance and financial condition as well as general
market outlook. Although Sandfire believes that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, such
expectations are only predictions and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties which could cause actual values, results,
performance or achievements to differ materially from those expressed, implied or projected in any forward looking statements and no
assurance can be given that such expectations will prove to have been correct. Accordingly, results could differ materially from those
set out in the forward-looking statements as a result of, among other factors, changes in economic and market conditions, delays or
changes in project development, success of business and operating initiatives, changes in the regulatory environment and other
government actions, fluctuations in metals prices and exchange rates and business and operational risk management.
Except for statutory liability which cannot be excluded, each of Sandfire, its officers, employees and advisors expressly disclaim any
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the material contained in this statement and excludes all liability whatsoever
(including in negligence) for any loss or damage which may be suffered by any person as a consequence of any information in this
statement or any error or omission. Sandfire undertakes no obligation to update publicly or release any revisions to these forwardlooking statements to reflect events or circumstances after today's date or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events other than
required by the Corporations Act and ASX Listing Rules. Accordingly, you should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking
statement.

